ACROSS
1. Far from fashionable
4. Month of Canada’s Thanksgiving
9. Actress Ling
10. Ornamental Thanksgiving staple
13. Healer
15. Earl “_____” Hines
18. Famous stone
22. 2009 animated hit
23. Home to the town of Turkey
25. “_____ my!”
26. Denial
28. Light brown
31. Stone Age comic
33. America’s favorite Thanksgiving pie, per a 2018 poll
38. Utilize
40. First department store to sponsor a Thanksgiving Day parade
41. Extreme

DOWN
1. “_____ Hear a Waltz?”
2. Tie the knot
3. Thumbs-up vote
4. Trash-can dweller
5. Fantasy publisher
6. King of music
7. Singer’s tool
8. ___ Tin Tin
11. Hoops group
12. “_____ bin ein Berliner”
14. Hun honcho
15. More delicate
16. Careful spending
17. Dumas swashbuckler
19. Yours and mine
20. Star Trek officer
21. Sega rival
24. Half a Latin dance
27. ___ lazuli
29. Harrison’s breakout role
30. Japanese pond fish
31. Creepy crawler
32. CBS drama franchise
34. Hawaiian string instrument
35. Debtor’s initials
36. Sajak or Boone
37. Historic time
39. Dorothy Gale’s aunt
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